Map users may have issues to achieve multi-scale navigation tasks, as cartographic objects may have various representations across scales. We assume that adding intermediate representations could be one way to reduce the differences between existing representations, and to ease the transitions across scales. We consider an existing multiscale map on the scale range from 1:25k to 1:100k scales. Based on hypotheses about intermediate representations design, we build custom multi-scale maps with alternative transitions. We will conduct in a next future a user evaluation to compare the efficiency of these alternative maps for multi-scale navigation. This paper discusses the hypotheses and production process of these alternative maps.
Introduction
A multi-scale map is a set of maps displayed at different scales, which can represent the geographic space with various levels of abstraction. Across scales, map users may have issues to recognize a same location across scales because of these change of representations and can be disturbed while zooming. We assume that adding intermediate representations could be one way to reduce these differences and to ease the visual and cognitive transitions between existing maps.
To produce each intermediate representation, we face the cartographic choices of any map design process. Moreover, as these intermediate representations will be part of a multi-scale map, we have to make these choices considering the other existing maps. To get some guidelines, in a previous work (Dumont et al. 2016b) we studied the variation of these cartographic choices across scales in sixteen existing multi-scale maps, provided by National Mapping Agencies, private companies or collaborative communities. Based on this former study, we make assumptions about the variables of intermediate representations design, which could have an influence on multi-scale navigation.
To confirm or infirm our hypotheses, we will conduct a user evaluation in a next future, asking participants to achieve multi-scale navigation tasks on different multi-scale maps, each one implementing a different hypothesis. This paper only discusses our first hypotheses and test material production.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses our questions and hypotheses about transitions improvement. Section 3 presents our initial test material, from which we build alternative maps. Finally, Section 4 presents the modelling process of these alternative maps. Finally, Section 5 will conclude this paper.
Hypotheses about transitions improvement
This section introduces our hypotheses about intermediate representations design, in order to improve transitions in multi-scale maps. Then, for each hypothesis, a dedicated multi-scale map will be produced, as described in Section 4.
Quantity of intermediate representations
We wonder if the quantity of intermediate representations influences the multi-scale navigation and which quantity is relevant to improve the transitions between two specific existing representations. Comparing multi-scale maps having a different number of intermediate representations (1, 2 or 3 for instance) may show us the influence of this variable on the multi-scale navigation.
On a different point of view, we could also test a smooth zooming system (van Wijk and Nuij 2003) , which enables very short scale gaps even if we only have few intermediate representations. When the user zooms in such system, the current representation is magnified, until the display scale of the next available representation is reached. Comparing such system with a normal zooming, which displays as many scales as available maps, may give us insight about the benefit of smooth zooming.
Display scales for additional zoom levels
As highlighted in Dumont et al. (2016b) , some multi-scale maps use a same map only magnified at several zoom levels. In these cases, intermediate representations could be used at these existing zoom levels, instead of the current magnified ones, to improve the content transition across scales. In other cases, to simplify transitions between two different maps, we should add zoom levels. Then the question is: how should we choose the display scales of these new zoom levels?
As most producers apply the WMTS standard (Dumont et al. 2016b) , we propose to also use it for intermediate levels. Instead of its quad tree structure and the associated quadratic scale progression, we could also divide the studied scale range on equal scale steps. Besides, we could also use 'critical scales' inspired by Ratajski (1967) , adding an intermediate representation as soon as an important change of representation is needed. However, the definition of these 'critical scales' could be very time-consuming as we should produce a lot of maps.
Comparing multi-scale maps with the same content, but with different scales sets could give us insights about the influence of the scale evolution on the multi-scale navigation. However, this comparison will need an important scale range, to obtain sufficiently different multi-scale maps and measure something relevant.
2.3Transitions between levels of abstraction
Depending on the map scale and purpose, the level of abstraction defines the semantic level of detail with which the geographic space is described (Mackaness 2007) . The transitions between maps with a different level of abstraction could be very disturbing for the user, as the visual changes are quite important. This way, the Figure 1 shows four different levels of abstraction for settlement areas: individual buildings, urban blocks, urban areas and city point symbols. In a previous study (Dumont et al. 2016b ), we identify interesting patterns of 'mixed representations', which could help to smooth direct transitions. For instance, the Figure 2 shows alternatives to direct transitions between individual 1: 25 k 1: 50 k 1: 500 k 1: 1 M buildings and urban areas: a progressive aggregation into urban blocks or a superimposition of individual buildings and urban areas, which visually explicit the relationships between the two levels of abstraction. Comparing multi-scale maps implementing these different patterns could help us to get insight on the benefits brought by such mixed representations. 
Generalization Process
Once the scale and the level of abstraction of the intermediate representation have been chosen, the choice of the generalization process still remains. To produce consistent intermediate representations, this process should take into account the existing representations at smaller scale (Girres and Touya 2014) . Then when possible, continuous generalization operators (van Kreveld 2001) could be used to produce smooth geometric transitions.
We assume that preserving landmarks (Elias 2003) and spatial patterns (Mackaness and Edwards 2002) could help the user in his multi-scale navigation task. We thus want to test if keeping these objects in intermediate representations could improve the transitions.
We also want to test if relevant generalization processes for mono-scale map also works for multi-scale maps, as for instance the agent-based generalization processes (Ruas and Plazanet 1996; Barrault et al. 2001; Duchêne et al. 2012) , or if some inconsistencies appear when using it at several scales.
Initial Material
To produce our custom multi-scale map, we choose as initial situation the "Scan Express multi-scale map", produced by the French National Mapping Agency. This multi-scale map uses a similar style at all scales, which ensures a homogeneous symbolization. However, as the different maps have been derived from different databases, some inconsistencies appear. For instance, Figure 3 shows a salient highway which changes color across scales. We choose to correct these inconsistencies in existing maps, to avoid their influence on task performances during the test. After checking on the study area, the existing maps were found consistent in terms of content.
To limit the time of map making and the quantity of variables to test, we choose to only consider the scale range between 1:25k and 1:100k. Three cartographic datasets exist on this scale range, produced at 1: 25k, 1: 50k and 1: 100k scales. An extract of these maps are presented in Figure 3 . We only use the following geographic themes of topographic maps: land use, hydrography, roads, settlement areas and place names. This initial multi-scale map will be included in the user evaluation to serve as reference and confirm (or infirm) our hypotheses about transitions improvements. 
Production of Alternative Transitions
This section describes the processes used to build each custom multi-scale map, called an "alternative" to the reference multi-scale map. To enable the comparison between alternatives and the reference multi-scale map, we use the existing datasets at 1:25k and 1: 100k scales to produce them. However, to limit the constraints on intermediate representations design, we choose not to use the initial dataset at 1:50k in the alternatives. Then in each alternative, we derive several intermediate representations, depending on the hypothesis to test.
We only discuss about the algorithm we use to produce alternative maps, so we do not discuss about quantity and display scales of intermediate representations in this part. Besides, we particularly focus on the simplification of roads and settlement areas, as they are very salient cartographic themes. Due to generalization, these objects may have very different representations across scales.
Transitions between roads representations
Concerning roads, we identified the simplification of complex intersections as a key issue for smooth transitions. We want to test if adding a typified version of these complex intersections as an intermediate representation could improve the multi-scale navigation. The production of this alternative requires a process to detect and typify such complex intersections (Touya 2010) . More globally, we also use a selection process (Touya 2010) to generalize roads in intermediate representations. If needed, continuous roads simplification such as proposed in Nöllenburg et al. (2008) can also be helpful to produce smooth geometric changes across scales.
Transitions between settlement areas representations

Mixed representations
The representation of settlement areas may be even more heterogeneous across scales as shown in Figure 1 . We want to test if mixed representations may improve a direct transition between maps with different levels of abstraction, as in our case study, between individual buildings at 1:25k scale and urban areas at 1:100k scale. We produce an alternative with a transition by aggregation of individual buildings into urban blocks. To build a progressive block covering across scales, we use an automatic process (Touya and Dumont 2017) , based on buildings classification. Then, we also produce an alternative with a transition by superimposition of urban areas under all individual buildings. As remaining buildings in these two alternatives may need to be simplified, we also use a building typification process inspired by Burghardt and Cecconi (2007) . Comparing the performances obtained with these three different alternatives may highlight the benefits and disadvantages of each pattern for smooth transitions across scales.
Landmarks and spatial patterns
We assume that preserving landmarks (Elias 2003) and spatial patterns (Mackaness and Edwards 2002) while generalizing may help the user to navigate across scales. To test the impact of landmarks, we build an alternative using the previous transition by aggregation, while keeping the buildings landmarks on top of urban blocks. To identify landmarks, we use an automatic process (Touya and Dumont 2017) , adapted from (Elias 2003) with specific indicators for buildings (semantic nature, size, shape, localization etc.). Comparing these two alternatives with and without landmarks may highlight the efficiency of keeping landmarks for the multi-scale navigation.
To test the influence of spatial patterns, we build an alternative with a typification process inspired by Burghardt and Cecconi (2007) , which preserves such spatial structures. In this case, we could compare this alternative with the initial situation or with another alternative using generalization processes that do not particularly preserve visual patterns. As the typification may not be sufficient to solve all the spatial conflicts at smaller scales, we fill urban blocks where building density is too high.
Agent-based generalization processes
Besides, we also build an alternative with an agent-based generalization processes previously used with success for static maps (Ruas and Plazanet 1996; Barrault et al. 2001; Touya and Duchêne 2011; Duchêne et al. 2012) , to test if it obtains results with the same quality at different scales.
Evaluation of intermediate representations
To individually evaluate each intermediate representation, we first can apply generalization evaluation methods for static maps (Bard and Ruas 2005; Mackaness and Ruas 2007) . In addition, we should evaluate them regarding the whole multi-scale maps, measuring the variation of some indicators across scales, such as the visual complexity with clutter measures (Dumont et al. 2016a) or the amount of information with analytical measures (Harrie et al. 2015) .
Then, to evaluate a whole alternative, we will conduct a user evaluation, asking participants to achieve a usual multiscale navigation task. Each participant will have to realize this task on the different alternatives. Then, comparing the tasks performances between alternatives, for instance the time and accuracy of tasks achievement, we will get insight about the benefits of each alternative for multi-scale navigation improvement.
Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss our hypotheses about intermediate representations design. Considering an existing multiscale map on the scale range from 1:25k to 1:100k, we discuss the production of alternative transitions. In a next future, we will conduct a user evaluation, asking participants to achieve multi-scale task on these multi-scale maps. The comparison of performances between alternatives will give us insights about the benefits of each alternative for multiscale navigation improvement.
Building such intermediate representations raises more issues, considering the number of needed intermediate representations and their relative display scales, which could also be tested in a user evaluation. Besides, for each intermediate representation, the parameterization of generalization process should be studied, regarding the existing maps and in order to obtain progressive changes across scales.
Moreover, usual visualization systems for multi-scale maps are regularly based on tiled grid structured as a quad tree. Adding intermediate representations may require adaptations of these systems or even new solutions.
